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Expand your current network for distributing job descriptions  

 As your staff/students become increasingly diverse those people reach out to their networks which can lead to more diverse 
candidates. 

o Some universities/theaters have had success starting with diversifying actors and selecting shows with diverse roles. 
o Former students, interns, employees as Ambassadors  

 Consider targeting recruitment in diverse places in the country – Atlanta, Florida and Texas among others.   

 Regional theatres should consider targeting universities that are focused on more diversity to increase the pool of diverse 
candidates for their jobs 

 Increase visibility around production jobs as viable career paths.   

 Send job postings to theatres and universities already working on diversity in hopes that it expands from there 

 It can’t hurt to post jobs anywhere and everywhere.  There is no way of knowing if there is return on your investment. 

 Make sure to post on USITT affinity Facebook groups – People of Color network, Women in Theatre, Queer Nation 

 Postings only get so far - hit the street and start looking for people.  Take the time to make the personal connection and 
recruit. 

 Expand the current network of people you know.  Reach out to other groups who value these initiatives. 

 Pair with the organizations that have money and resources to do this type of recruitment work. 
 
Adjust your job descriptions to appeal to more people 

 Include the diversity/inclusion statement in your job postings and put it first.  Let readers know right away that this is a 
priority for your organization. 

 Look closely at your degree requirements.   
o Is it necessary that they have a theatre degree?  Many successful theatre professionals did not begin this work in 

college.  Why rule them out?   
o Is it necessary to have an MFA?  Many organizations are allowing “requirement inflation” and therefore alienating a 

large part of the potential work force.  Is an MFA the only way to prove that they are capable? 

 “Degree or equivalent experience.”  Helps open the door if it’s listed at the top next to the degree requirement.   

 Length of experience – Allow for work completed while in school to count not just post grad experience.  

 Reword the experience section to be “preferred” not “required.”  Consider listing everything you want in an applicant and 
then say that you will accept applicants that meet 75% of the list.  Or match at least 3 of the 5 categories.  You get the idea. 
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 Job training might be necessary regardless of who you hire.  Do they really need to have all of the skills coming in or can they 
be taught? 

Selecting the applicants to interview 

 Read between the lines on the resume and cover letter.  Some people don’t get the education of learning how they should 
present themselves on paper.  Reach out to them in person to get to know them better. 

 References – Find out as much as you can about them.  Have a specific list of questions to get at what you want to know 
about them.   

 Whenever possible add more in person interviews in your first round.  

 Although there is often a time limitation, consider interviewing as many candidates as you can.  Often people present 
differently verbally that written.  Don’t decide ahead of time how many you will meet.  Let the candidate pool guide that list. 
 

Interview process 

 Questions you need to answer for them - What is unique to working here?  What skills do you need to be successful here? 

 Focus on the personality of the person and how they would handle situations. 
o “How do you deal with interpersonal conflict on the job?” 
o “Tell me a story about when something went wrong and you had to fix it.” 

 How do you have a conversation with someone you have not had shared experiences with? 
o Create a comfortable situation where someone can connect with you. 
o “Tell me about a transformative experience you have had in the performing arts.”  They often share the reason they 

went into this business and that is something we can all share.  Listen to their story and share one of your own. 
o Include questions that are unimportant to the interview – “What’s your favorite Disney movie?” 

 What are best practices for interviewing someone who does not have English as their first language and they are having 
trouble communicating with you?   

o Let them know you are patient and willing to help them get thru the communication. 
o Some “White cultures” has traditionally been uncomfortable with silence in conversation.  That idea is not true for 

everyone.  Allow for space and thought. 
o Communication does not need to just be about language – gesture, pictures, drawings are also great communication 

tools. 
o Reflect back to them what you took from the conversation or the statement. 

 Don’t forget they are interviewing you as much as you are interviewing them.  
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Work with upper management to create a Diversity and Inclusion profile for your organization 

 Why do you want diversity and inclusion in your organization?  Do it because you want to not because you feel you should.  If 
you embrace the idea whole heartedly, then you will be able to make a change. 

 Create a diversity/inclusion statement about your organization.  It should speak to all aspects of what you do, not just in 
production.  Add personal reasons for why diversity is important to you and your organization.   

o Dany Guy PM from InterAct in Philadelphia shares this statement: “InterAct strives to produce plays that explore 
issues of social, cultural and political relevance. InterAct uses the unique power and magic of the theatre to ask 
difficult questions about the world we live in, examining the forces that influence what we believe and why. InterAct 
dares to dramatize complex and controversial issues with artistic integrity and fairness.” 

o Jackie Lawton from TCG suggests something along the lines of “This is an omni-ethnic production/workplace, all 
employees must be comfortable with diverse populations.  We embrace a multilingual culture.”   

 What does your organization’s public profile say about this issue?   
o Look at your website and social media postings.  Does it represent the organization you are or the one you want to 

be?   
Applicants check websites at the places they apply.  “Are there people like me at this organization?”  What do the pictures on your 
website say about you? 


